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Top Support Bottom Support Leg Leg Cover Foot

Mount top support to legs 
(top is rounded)

Bottom base foot
(flip upside down to assemble)

One foot  in ea. circular cutout

Snap on solid metal plate 
(this will be interior side of leg)
Make sure the screw holes are on the short side. FLIP OVER and place the 
metal plate with holes on the other side.

Parts

Example:

C-Leg Assembly
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Modesty Panel

Attach modesty panel to one of the assembled C-legs. Then attach the 
second assembled c-leg to the other side of the modesty panel.   

Finished C-leg with modesty panel

Table TopAssembled Legs

Installing Modesty Panel and Table Top

Parts

Attach table top to legs 

Bottom of table Bottom of table 
with legs attached

Finished table should look like this:

View 1 View 2
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Parts

C-leg, Modesty, and BBF Installation

Modesty PanelTable Top StorageAssembled Legs

Attach modesty panel to one of the assembled C-legs. Then attach the 
second assembled C-leg to the other side of the modesty panel.   

Finished C-leg with modesty panel Attach table top to legs 

Bottom of table Bottom of table 
with legs attached

Finished table should look like this:

View 1 View 2

Remove top drawers from storage by pulling out the drawers 
and lifting up on the lever on the sides of the drawers. 

Attach table top to the storage.  Secure with screws by 
inserting screws in from underneath the top of the storage. 
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Once table top is attached,  return top drawers. 5

Table Top



StorageTable TopsModesty PanelAssembled Legs

Parts

Second Table Top (short)

Attach the short table top to the top on the storage.  Secure with screws by inserting 
screws in from underneath the top of the storage. Then return top drawers. 

Attach two table tops together using two brackets. 
Attach the brackets to each table from underneath.

Installing C-leg on a “L” desk

Attach modesty panel to one of the assembled C-legs. Then attach the 
second assembled C-leg to the other side of the modesty panel.   

Finished C-leg with modesty panel

Attach table top to legs 

Bottom of table Bottom of table 
with legs attached

Finished table should look like this:

View 1 View 2
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Table Top

Remove top drawers from storage by pulling 
out the drawers and lifting up on the lever on 
the sides of the drawers. 


